"Similar to any other newly founded science, psychology too, needed time to decide its study objectives and scope of study." Review this statement related to the historical period in which Psychology developed as an academic subject.

Show, how both Natural Sciences and Social Sciences contributed to the development of knowledge in Psychology.

Illustrate with examples the development of, Development Psychology or Health Psychology due to recent dramatic social changes.
Either

Explain the development of Psychology during the modern period in European history.

Or

Explain how hypnosis contributed to the development of Psycho analysis.

Present comparatively, principles of classical conditioning and operant conditioning in behaviour acquisition.

Describe the concept of ‘personality’; and explain any theory of personality you prefer.

Describe the concept of motivation and present with examples motivation categories of primary, secondary and mixed motives.

Examine the evolution of the concept of ‘Intelligence’ from Binet’s era to Goleman’s era.
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Social harmony and management of emotions